HALFWAY THERE!
HARTY STREET’S
Six month scorecard
Extended hours for 2016

With two terms down the
management committee has been
actively progressing Harty Street
Kindy across our six strategic
pillars, achieving:

•

•

an extended hours program
offer from 2016 – in addition to
our short, 5-day fortnight
program

•

a new website
www.hartyst.org.au,for all
current and future parent
information needs

Our staff have also spent plenty
of their own time attending a
number of conferences and
creating beautiful experiences
for our children – like the
Mother’s Day morning teas –
which will form important
memories for years to come.

•

a successful open day

•

a safety review of the grounds
including resolution of all high
risks identified

•

a $27k grant won to have the
sandpit replaced

•

an information technology and
systems upgrade, including
hartyst.org.au email accounts
for all staff, committee members
and the Parents’ Club, and

New website

Kidsafe audit
IT systems upgrade
Open Day
Sandpit grant awarded
Playground risk
management
Conferences for Teacher PD

timely responses to multiple
extreme weather events to
ensure the kindy remains
open and safe for our
children.

In the remainder of 2015, the
committee will be establishing a
longer term / master plan for the
Harty Street grounds to guide
future committees and ensure
the long term viability of our
beautiful kindy. If you have any
requests or items you think
should be in included in our
playground master plan – please
feed this back to us through
president@hartyst.org.au.

We’ve packed this issue with plenty of educational articles, tips for parents and
activities to share with your children. Enjoy!

Ben Croft, President

OPEN DAY 2015....in numbers
2000 x flyers dropped in local letterboxes
100 x sausages cooked
40 x scavenger hunts
30 x Harty St families distributing flyers
30 x posters in local businesses
20 x balloons
13 x Harty St families helping out on the
day

12 x Ads in school newsletters
8 x teachers and staff running activities
6 x local sponsors
2 x press releases
2 x Ads in the South-East Advertiser
1 x video presentation
1 x new website....

But the most important number was that over 40 families came to visit
Harty Street at our Open Day!
The feedback was very positive about the addition of our extended hours program and many comments were
heard amongst our guests about the stunning setting that is Harty Street, ‘ the pictures, just cannot do these
grounds justice’.
Thanks again to all those kindy families who contributed to making this such a great event and our local
sponsors below who donated goods and services.

PARENTS’ CLUB
Our Mother’s Day high tea saw a
fantastic turnout from the Harty
Street Mums.
Maybe it was the beautiful setting at Flute, a
chance to dress up or the multitude of donated
raffle prizes on offer – but Saturday the 9th May
brought almost all of our cohort of Mums
together.
We revelled in the opportunity to catch up with
each other and the Harty Street staff – without
the constant interruption or yanking of our
arms by our little ones. The restaurant was
abuzz with our chatter and laughter and our
MC extraordinaire, Rachael Tiernan kept us
entertained during the raffle prize draws. The
donation of prizes seemed endless and many
of our Mums walked away with some lovely
products from local businesses.
Through the generosity of these businesses
(many from our own community) we were able
to raise over $700 towards our Parents’ Club
end of year gift to Harty Street. We thank you
for your support and look forward to hosting
another ‘parents only’ event towards the end of
the year.
The Parents’ Club team would like to thank
Shannon King, Robyn Leighton, Jeanine
McMullan, Amanda Kendall, Rachel Tiernan
and Janelle Bou-Samra for their help
organising the event.

Ashleigh, Parents’ Club President

WHAT’S ON NEXT TERM?
THE PARENTS’ CLUB HAS PACKED NEXT TERM WITH PLENTY
OF EVENTS, SO LOOK OUT FOR THE KID’S DISCO IN AUGUST,
FATHER’S PLAY MORNINGS AND A PARENT INFORMATION
MORNING TEA ON CHILDREN'S NUTRITION IN EARLY
SEPTEMBER.

EDUCATING
THE EDUCATORS!
C&K Annual Conference
The early childcare sector thrives on a strong connection
with children and families, communities, consciousness
and culture, so it was no surprise that the focus of the
2015 C&K annual conference was – Connect, Collaborate
Create – and attended by the Harty Street Teachers on
Saturday 23rd May.
It was an amazing day full of inspiring lectures, interesting
speakers and interactive, practical activities. There were
two highlights from the day for me. The first being a
session held by Child Psychiatrist, Dr Kaylene
Henderson. The session was about Managing Children’s
Emotions in an ECEC Setting. Here is a link to a blog by
Dr Henderson with really interesting and practical articles.
http://www.littlechildrenbigdreams.com/blog. I encourage
you all to take a look. The second session that I really
enjoyed was with Sharron Lind (who visited Harty Street
recently for an incursion ) and Sue Lewis. The ladies are
developing a new music program that focuses on our
connections to indigenous culture. The songs are
beautiful and the teachers are all looking forward to
sharing some of them with your children.

Megan Hannan, Unit 1, BOW Teacher

ENCOURAGING PRE-WRITING SKILLS
Many of the everyday play activities and
experiences that children engage in at Kindergarten
provide foundation skills for writing. Educators
interact with children during the play experiences,
assessing the child’s personal level of development
and extending the learning opportunities whenever
possible.
They often capitalise on teachable moments when
the child expresses an interest in literacy, following
the child’s lead. These spontaneous learning
experiences are valuable because they have
meaning and importance for the child. Parents can
support and reinforce the child’s learning by
providing follow-up experiences at home.
Before a child can learn to write they need to have a
good grasp of basic skills including:
Visual
discrimination
Fine muscle
control

Concentration

Scissor skills
Learning to use a pair of scissors is an exciting early
childhood milestone. Being able to open and shut the
scissors with one hand and move them in the
desired direction is no mean feat. Cutting pictures
out of magazines for collage is a popular activity, or
for an intense scissor skill workout, try drawing a
spiral on a piece of paper, colour it in, then cut along
the lines from one end to the other. They look
fabulous hanging and are real testimonies to your
child’s developing writing skills.

Manipulative play
Play dough, sand and water play also offer
opportunities for developing prewriting skills.
Pinching, squeezing, pouring and scraping all help
strengthen the muscles in your child’s fingers and
hands, which will be used to hold and manipulate a
pencil to make marks on page.

Eye/hand
coordination

Many basic activities can help your child learn and
improve the skills daily.

Puzzles
Some basic puzzles involving a single shape, which
fits into a similar slot to complex jigsaw puzzles with
several pieces. All of the above pre-writing skills are
reinforced. You can provide a variety of puzzles for
your child by swapping with friends or by making
your own. Photos or pictures of favourite TV
characters or animals can be glued onto strong card
and cut into puzzle shapes.

Reading and writing

Construction materials
Interlocking building bricks, connecting tubes, pipe
cleaners and other construction material are
favourites for Kindergarten children. They offer
countless opportunities to
practice the above skills and also
help build the child’s selfconfidence, which can only help
the writing progress.

Reading and writing go hand in hand. To understand
the concept of writing a child must also have some
concept of reading. Through constant exposure to
books and stories, children begin to develop an
understanding that symbols can be read and
interpreted by others. This promotes the concept that
thoughts, experiences and ideas can be represented
through words, pictures, photos and print.
Read to your child every day - books, magazines,
letters and recipes - anything that reinforces that
written words mean something. Visit the library
together and let your child choose stories to take
home - or make your own book together. You could
use photos or your child’s illustrations and invite your
child to dictate the text.

CURRICULUM Q&A’S
If the children learn mainly through
their self-directed play then what’s
the teacher doing?
All these things and more:
•

Watching the children’s skills- using what is
observed to plan for each child is further
development.

•

Joining in to extend the play. Dropping in ideas
without taking over the play, suggesting props
that could be found or made, asking
challenging questions.

•

Helping to draw in a shy child. Suggesting to
the child left out how to approach the others
and what to say.

•

Acting as mediator when needed, to teach
conflict resolution skills.

All of these things and more are an important part
of teaching in early childhood education.

Why we allow children to play with
sticks at Harty Street
Our grounds are constantly littered with sticks that
fall from our beautiful trees. We understand that
this is a part of nature as trees shed their old
growth and make way for new growth. We view
sticks as an open-ended resource that the children
can use in their play such as: role play for camping
including making camp fires and building cubby
houses; fishing rods; construction tools and; craft
items.
Children need opportunities to learn how to use
sticks safely and understand the dangers that can
happen when sticks are misused.
Rules
We have developed a set of rules with the children
about the use of sticks in our playground:
•

They must not be used as weapons.

•

When carrying sticks they should be pointed to
the ground.

•

No running with sticks.

Did You Know…
The stick was inducted into the National Toy Hall of
Fame.
“The stick may be the world’s oldest toy.
Children find sticks an endless source of make
believe fun. Sticks can turn into swords, magic
wands, majorette batons, fishing poles and light
sabers.

The best homework
The best homework has little to do with textbooks
and exercises but it can be guaranteed to help
children become better learners and happy human
beings. Here is the homework that really makes a
difference:
•

Lots and lots of family conversations –
storytelling, discussions about everything
under the sun.

•

Shared bedtime stories with mum or dad.

•

Reading in bed before lights out.

•

Family games, activities and hobbies.

•

Regular visits to the local library.

•

Outings to all kinds of places.
The kind of imaginative play
that comes naturally to
children of all ages.

When children pretend with sticks, they cultivate
their creativity and develop their imagination. They
explore as they search their outdoors for just the
right one. Children build with sticks, bat balls with
them and walk with them. They are the original
building blocks for creative play. Sticks also
promote free play – the freedom to invent and
discover. They encourage playing outside instead
of inside.
Sticks are all around us; they are natural and they
are free. And playing with sticks isn’t just for
children.
Artists, crafters, decorators and architects all make
use of sticks in sculptures, wreaths, furniture and
building design.
Sticks are not only possibly the oldest toy – they’re
possibly the best.”
National Toy Hall of Fame

CHILDREN’S HEALTH
GET SET FOR PREP!
You are probably already aware of the many benefits
that attending kindy has for your child. How it
provides wonderful opportunities to develop the
thinking skills, social skills, language and motor skills
that form a solid foundation for school readiness.
There are many ways you can help your child get set
for prep at home too. Try:

Games
Games or activities that involve small objects are
great for developing fine motor skills needed to grasp
a pencil effectively. Try putting money in a piggy
bank, picking up marbles with one hand, drawing with
small pieces of chalk or picking up objects (including
food!) with small tongs.

Drawing
Engage your child in drawing activities that involve
drawing shapes such as circles, squares and
diagonal lines. The ability to plan out how to draw
these simple shapes is great foundation for learning
to write letters.
Drawing shapes doesn't have to happen with a pencil
and paper. Try drawing shapes in the steam in the
bathroom, draw giant shapes together with chalk on
the cement or roll out some play dough and turn play
dough snakes into different shapes!

Have fun with reading
Delve deeply into spoken and written language when
reading books with your child – you could talk about
the meaning of less familiar words in books, make up
silly rhymes, act out and re-tell the story with your
child later. Have fun looking at the written words even
if your child can’t read them – compare long and
short words and discuss the difference between
words, sentences, letters, pictures and numbers.

Questions?
If you’re concerned about your child’s readiness for Prep and would like further information about
occupational therapy or speech pathology support please contact us at admin@boosttherapy.com.au or
0418 357 750.

Christine Boers (Occupational Therapist) and Kate Sharma (Speech Pathologist)

MEET THE TEAM
Sara Keneally (Unit 1 Teacher: Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays)
I have had a long association with Harty Street Kindergarten, having first taught here upon graduation as a teacher
fulltime for a period of 6 years. I then taught a further 4 years in Sydney, firstly relieving briefly in Child Care Centres
working with a variety of age groups, then gaining fulltime employment in a single unit Community based Kindergarten
as Teacher/Director. I then stayed home raising my 3 daughters who each in turn attended Harty Street Kindergarten. I
thoroughly enjoyed the experience of being a parent here and embracing that stage of life experiencing the early years
first hand. When my youngest child was enrolled in Kindy I began doing some relief teaching at Harty Street, and then
at the end of her Prep school year was successful in obtaining the teaching position I am currently in. I have been
teaching in this position now since September 2008. I particularly enjoy building strong partnerships and relationships
with families and honouring and advocating for play in early childhood.

KEEPING THE SANITY!
Squiggles

Ideas for the Holidays
Jump rope fun
The single jump rope can provide a variety of fun
exercises besides just skipping:
•

Jump without rope – lay the jump rope on the
ground and jump back and forth or side to side over
it.

•

Rope hurdles – practice jumping over the rope when
it is raised slightly above the floor.

•

Limbo – hold the road horizontally and pass under it.
(Tie one end to a chair if you don’t have enough
participants to hold both ends).

•

Counting jumps – count how many jumps your child
can make in a row without stopping.

Find the whistle

Draw a squiggle on the piece of paper and pass it to
your child. They can add to it then pass it back.
Continue until you both decide the picture is completed.
This is good fun for the whole family to play-pass the
picture around the table and let everyone contribute.
Make it even more fun by having several pictures going
at once!

Board games the non-competitive way
Board games are great for teaching children concepts
such as down, forwards, backwards, and counting
skills. But many children don’t like the possibility of
losing. Take the pressure off by sharing a game piece –
it makes the game go quicker (especially for those with
a short attention span) and helps children learned that
it’s good to play ‘just for fun’ rather than to beat each
other .

All you need to play this game is a whistle, and you can play with one child or lots of children. Even toddlers can
join in! Close your eyes while your child finds somewhere to hide. Once they have hidden, they blow the whistle.
You follow the sound until you find your child. Swap over (you hide and blow the whistle) while your child finds
you! Lots of fun and good for teaching listening skills.

Notices
•

Parent / teacher interviews have been conducted for all 4 units.

•

If your child has had their 4 year immunisation then please supply an updated copy for Harty Street’s records.

•

On exiting the centre please let only your child out of the gate. For safety reasons do not hold the gate open for
other unaccompanied children.

•

We are going out to tender to have a master plan created for our kindy playground for future Harty Street students.
We encourage parents to submit ideas or special requests ahead of the request for tender process. Please send
an email to president@hartyst.org.au if you have any suggestions.

•

If your children have been featured in any of the photos in this issue (or on the new website) and you would like to
purchase a copy, please contact Lannie, Master Photographer, on 0408 822 633 or lannie@lannie.com.au.

